
Chief Operating Officer Jason 
Tebb reveals how Go Develop’s 
joint venture partnerships 
are revolutionising SME 
housebuilding across the country.

Tell us about the company and what you 
do…

Go Develop provide 100% full joint venture 
funding that covers land, build, stamp duty 
and project costs. That means everything 
is funded without a penny in from the 
developer or housebuilder.  We know 
that good developers often have more 
opportunities than they have funds. That’s 
where we come in.

Working in partnership, we provide a close, 
aligned relationship with the assurance 
that once the project is sold, the developer 
receives the lion’s share of the profits. Right 
now, we have over 1,100 homes being built 
nationwide with our joint venture partners.

How does it work?

As we have no shareholders or external 
board members, we can make decisions 
flexibly and fast. A decision is made within 
48 hours and a deal can be completed in 
30 days, cutting through the red tape and 
delays developers may be used to.
There is no outlay with us, and no debt 
servicing, as all costs are rolled up until 
the end of the project. We create an ‘SPV’ 
to hold the project until it’s build and sold. 
Then a contract is made to ensure the 
developer gains the greatest profit share 
and controls the build. We attend site 
progress meetings and our monitoring 
surveyors will deal with monthly valuations 
and contractor payments.

Why do developers love to work with 
you?

Obviously, 100% certain funding is music to 
any developer’s ears, but our partners tell 
us they love that we’re the ones burning the 
midnight oil and doing all the admin, VAT 
returns, valuations and chasing of solicitors 
and surveyors saving them a huge amount 
of time and cost. They get their Sunday 
evenings back! At Go Develop, there’s a 
whole team of dedicated property experts 
from marketing to accounting to draw on if 
you’re a developer wanting to focus on the 
actual build.

We are not financers with a tick box 
mentality, we are experts in property. Our 
decisions are made by a proactive and 
helpful team, with a wealth of build and 
development experience – we’ve done it 
ourselves and understand the challenges 
and opportunities our clients are facing. 
We’ve a superb track record of going the 
extra mile and stick to what we say.

What are your criteria?

It couldn’t be more simple…

• We focus on new build opportunities, 
apartments and value family housing.

• We work nationwide but tend to prefer 
outside the M25.

• Our developer partners must have full 
planning permission in place and some 
property experience is desired. 

• The project is up to 24 months duration 
with a GDV of £2-£15million.

• There needs to be a margin of 25% on 
GDV pre-finance.

What should I do if I’ve a project for Go 
Develop?

Please get in touch, either by calling 020 
8974 4705 or emailing joinus@go-develop.
co.uk. The first step is to send us your 
development appraisal and cash flow for 
the project, along with the full planning 
decision notice. We will review and advise, 
usually within 24 hours, whether the 
project is suitable. If it is, we draw up Heads 
of Terms and formally instruct legals, 
valuations and professional services.

Alternatively, you might consider becoming 
an introducer for us.  With industry leading 
referral fees, we place great emphasis on 
building and rewarding relationships with 
our introducers.

Working in partnership, you’ll find we keep 
things simple and are known to be easy to 
do business with. It’s something we pride 
ourselves on and our returning partners 
are testament to that. We love giving 
references – ask us!  For more information 
visit go-develop.co.uk 

Jason Tebb, Chief Operating 
Officer for Go Develop

Nestled along the edge of the Grade II 
Listed Princes Park within the desirable 
Sefton Park suburb of Liverpool is 
Windermere Terrace, Go Develop’s latest 
joint venture project. 

Our Partner, an established developer who 
has worked with us previously, returned to 
us with an exciting development proposal 
requiring 100% full funding for land, build, 
stamp duty and soft costs.

This remarkable site has 3 distinct 
developments – Culmore, Silvermere and 
Edenhurst all with their own unique style. 
Edenhurst is located within the buildings 
of a Victorian school and offers a range of 
luxury one and two bed apartments set 
over three floors. A former science wing 
has been renovated to form Culmore and 
a converted theatre will be transformed 
into Silvermere.  All will have the highest 
specification and top of the range fixture 
and fittings throughout.

In total, planning permission allows for 44 
one and two bedroom apartments many 
benefiting from the lakeside views. They 
are proving to be highly attractive to young 
professionals and downsizers.

At Go Develop, property is in our DNA.  We 
fully understood that our developer partner 
had a vision for this development and we 
ensured that this fantastic opportunity 
wasn’t held back by red-tape or financial 
delays. Like 92% of Go Develop partners, our 

developer returned to us knowing that we 
would deliver on time and in full… 

“Go Develop live up to their name 
once again, fast, flexible funds so 
that you can ‘go and develop’!”

A new ‘SPV’ was set up the same day 
for our partner, to hold the project until 
it is finished and sold, with a profit share 
contract for both parties. On completion 
and sale of the property the profit will be 
divided with our developer getting the lion’s 
share. 

In this scheme, our developer made use of 
our 100% funding to the total of £5,502,823 
over 15 months. We were flexible when 
some design changes pushed timelines 
back and unlike many traditional lenders or 
funders, we didn’t abandon a project half 
way down the road. We’re in it for the long 

haul to support our partners at every step. 
As a principal funder, investing our own 
money nationwide, we can and are known 
for being flexible for the right opportunities 
and making things happen; fast.

The best part is that we understand that 
our developer’s weekends are precious and 
offer so much more than 100% funding.  
We take on the strain and drain of admin, 
VAT returns, valuations and the chasing of 
solicitors and surveyors saving huge time 
and cost. If you add in our experience of 
legals, surveying, marketing and accounting, 
our developers find they really do benefit 
from a complete one stop shop package 
that can help from the initial concept to the 
exit strategy.

Go Develop currently have over 1,100 units 
under construction, you can discover more 
case studies on our website 
www.go-develop.co.uk
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